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**Titles**

- **Stick and Stone/Palo y Piedra** by Beth Ferry & Tom Lichtenheld
- **Germs Are Not for Sharing/Los gérmenes no son para compartir** by Elizabeth Verdick & Marieka Heinlen
- **The Three Billy Goats Buenes** by Susan Middleton Elya & Miguel Ordonez

**Music**

- **The Alphabet Song (Spanish)** by Nashville Kids Sound
- **The Hello Song (Spanish)** by Nashville Kids Sound
- **Los Colores** by Spanish for Kids

**Activity**

**H is for Hola and Hello!**

- Fold a piece of paper in half, hamburger style.
- On one side write in pencil Hola, on the other side write Hello.
- Let your child trace over the letters with a marker or crayon. Insert a craft stick between the two halves and secure with tape to make a two sided sign.
- Practice saying hello and hola while waving.